CHAPTER 2: THE VEDIC ALPHABET
I. THE SOURCE OF THE VEDIC ALPHABET
The starting point for the study of the Sanskrit alphabet is the direct experience of
what in Sanskrit is called Ãtmå. In modern times it is described as Transcendental
Consciousness, the fourth state of consciousness;1 it is experienced as the source of
thought, unbounded wakefulness, bliss consciousness, the experiencer awake in himself
without any object of perception.2 The development of experience of Transcendental
Consciousness has been systematized in a practical format of instruction, called the
Transcendental Meditation® technique. Through the practice of the Transcendental
Meditation program, individuals report the experience of “restful alertness,” where the
mind is peaceful, restful, but alert, awake inside, while the body is gaining very deep
rest.3 Forty years of scientific research on the practice has validated the uniqueness of this
state, distinguishing it from ordinary waking state experiences and has shown the growth
of higher states of consciousness, states of consciousness utilizing more and more
“hidden reserves,” the innate potential of the human nervous system.4
When the myriad thoughts and engagements of the active mind settle down,
during the practice of the Transcendental Meditation technique, and the knower, the inner
Self of the individual, remains awake in himself, then that Self or Ãtmå, which is
unbounded in space and time, comes to be perceived as the source of thought, the source
of all the energy and intelligence that is expressed in the various channels of life and
living of the individual.5 The inner Self is a field of pure life, a field of pure intelligence,
pure wakefulness. It is the stirring, the reverberation of this field of infinite intelligence,
the inner Self of every individual, that is the starting point of Vedic speech, according to
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Maharishi. The generation of speech from the silence of the Self or Ãtmå, is described in
verses 6 and 7 of the Påˆin¥ya Íhik∑hå:

a;Tm; buı‰; smeTy;q;Rn( mno yu¤π ivv=y;
mn" k;y;i¶m;hiNt s p[eryit m;®tm( 6
m;®tStUris crNmN{' jnyit Svrm(

The Self stirs with an intention. Together with the intellect, it takes a direction,
and engages the mind. The mind strikes the fire of the body, which in turn drives
out the air. The air moving within the lungs, causes the emergence of subtle
sound, which becomes sound―Svaram―the reverberation of the Self.6

The first sound, the first letter of the Sanskrit alphabet,7 “A” is the reverberation
of the Self, the stirring of the unbounded field of pure wakefulness.
II. THE SOUND “A”
The teaching of the Transcendental Meditation technique stems from an ancient
Indian tradition called the Vedic tradition, the tradition of “Veda.” The word “Veda”
means knowledge, pure knowledge; the Vedic tradition is a tradition of teachers
upholding the technology of direct experience of the field of pure knowledge, the Self,
and the intellectual understanding of the reverberations of the Self, the stirring of
unbounded pure wakefulness in the expressions of pure knowledge, the Veda. The Veda
is thousands of years old, preserved in human memory, and recited without variation
generation after generation by the Vedic families of India. Maharishi describes the Vedic
tradition as a tradition of total knowledge, starting with the sound “A”:
The Vedic tradition is the voice of eternity, and it goes on and on with perfection
in its unmanifest value and its manifest value, and how the unmanifest manifests.
All that is expressed in the Vedic sounds, Vedic sequentially developing Vedic
sounds, starting from one sound “A.” “A” is the first reverberation of total, we
can say tradition of knowledge, we can say total knowledge. Total knowledge
means eternity—all about silence, all about dynamism. It’s an eternal theme of
progression.8
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On any journey, the starting point, the first step, is like the seed that contains
within it the whole progression of the journey up to the final achievement of the goal.
Like the first step of a journey, the first sound of the Sanskrit alphabet, which is also the
first sound of the Âik Veda, contains the total knowledge in seed form. All the
possibilities that can be expressed in speech, are abstractly contained in the first letter,
which articulates the potentiality of expression: Whatever knowledge can be expressed in
speech in all disciplines and phases of life, has its starting point here, in the very first
sound of the Sanskrit alphabet:
The entire infinite variety and its organization and expansion are available in one
word “A”—totality—just in one word. It’s like when we are far away from a
market, we hear one sound: “hummmmm,” one sound. All the innumerable talks
of the market collect in one sound, and they are heard as one syllable, “A.” That is
“A,” supposing. As we go nearer and nearer, as we become more acquainted with
the sound, we enter into the sound, and then we begin to differentiate many
sounds with all other sounds. And when we are in the market, we can talk to a
man who is selling oranges or diamonds and this and this and this. But from a
distance, one syllable. And that one syllable contains all the sounds of the
market.9
Like so many different vendors in a marketplace, all the different fields of
knowledge merge together in pure abstract potentiality of expression in the sound “A.”
From this sound “A” emerge the eight Svara, which are the first stage of expansion of the
all-possibilities structure of the first Sanskrit alphabet, “A.”
III. THE EIGHT SVARA
The Sanskrit word, “Svara” means vowel; but on a deeper level, Maharishi
explains, it is the reverberation, “ra” of the Self, “sva.”10 In the reverberation of the “A,”
all the letters of the alphabet are contained; but there is a sequential evolution of sounds,
starting from the abstract all-possibilities structure of “A,” and proceeding to more and
more concrete, more and more manifest, more and more limited or point value
expressions—the openness of the vowels is sequentially clamped down, closed down to
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the rigid specificity of the consonants. This progression from abstract to specific, from
open throat to closed, from infinity to point, is found already in the first level of
expansion of the pure sound “A” into its diverse expressions: Maharishi explains that the
first level of expansion is the formation of the eight fundamental, pure vowels, the eight
Svara. The eight Svara, as Maharishi has identified them, range from the completely
open throat sound of “A,” to the completely closed sound of “˜.” Maharishi counts the
eight Svara to be ìA,î ìI,î ìU,î ìÂi,î ìL®i,î ìE,î ìO,î and ìA˜.î11 In this list of eight,
only the pure sound, called a “Varˆa” or color of sound, is represented, and not the
various alphabets formed from it, such as “A,” “Ã” and ìÃ3,î for example. The dipthong
“AI” is left out because in pronunciation, first “A” is pronounced, and then ìIî is
pronounced, whereas ìEî is a continuous homogenous sound distinct from both “A” and
ìIî; similarly “AU” is left out, but ìO,î a homogenous vowel sound is included. The
eight Svara are the fundamental irreducible vowel sounds of the Sanskrit language.12
Maharishi explains the evolution of the eight Svara from “A”:
How many syllables come up within the “A”? There is a very systematic
evolution of “A” into eight: “A,” “I,” “U,” “Âi.” These are the alphabets of the
Sanskrit language. “A,” “I,” “U”—like that, there are eight. In the eight is “M.”
“A”-infinity; “M,” “Ma,” the point. From infinity to point is the expanded version
of the one holistic version of the Constitution of the Universe. And these have
been explained in the Vedic Literature in terms of one value: Ãtmå, Ãtmå —one
value, Ãtmå. “A”—again, starting from “A”—“A,” significant, one Ãtmå.13
These eight Svara are the eight-fold reverberations of the Self, Ãtmå, and this is the
abstract foundation of all Vedic speech. From the eight fundamental Svara, all the vowels
of the Sanskrit language may be derived.
IV. THE VOWELS OF THE SANSKRIT LANGUAGE
In the traditional recitation of the alphabet, there are 15 vowels

a a; î È ¨ Ë A Å lO E Ee ao a* a' a"
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a å i ¥ u ™ ®i ©i ¬ri e ai o au aµ a˙
By contrast, the alphabet used in grammar, the Pratyåhåra S™tra, lists only 9 vowels,

a î ¨,( A lOk™ E aoõ™ Ee a*c(
a i uˆ ®i ¬ri k e oã ai auc

The list is shortened by allowing a single “A” to stand for short and long versions of the
letter, as also for “I,” “U” and “Âi”; and by leaving out the Anusvåra and Visarga
entirely.
Taittir¥ya Pråtishåkhya14 asserts that there are sixteen initial Svara or vowels:

Wo@x;idt" Svr;"
∑ho∂aßhådita˙ svarå˙

There is a traditional couplet describing the sixteen Svara, and it is presented by
Ãpishali,15 Ãtreya16 and Påri17 in their respective Shikshå texts:

ÓSvdI`RPlut;v,eRv,oRv,;R A Å lO c
Edwdod*idit Dey;" Wo@xeh;idt" Svr;"
hrasva-d¥rgha-plutåvarˆevarˆovarˆå ®i ©i ¬ri ca
edaidodauditi jñeyå˙ ∑ho∂aßehådita˙ svarå˙

The couplet requires some explanation:
long, and

ÓSv Hrasva, means short, dI`R

D¥rgha means

Plut Pluta refers to the extended long vowels, written with the number three

following the letter in the text: The Pluta vowel is said to be held for 3 Måtras, compared
to 1 Måtra for the Hrasva vowels, and two Måtras for the D¥rgha vowels.
If the Saµdhi is pulled apart, so that the contributing words are seen, then the
verse becomes more clear:

ÓSv-dI`R-Plut-av,R-îv,R-¨v,;R" A Å l» c
Ed( Eed( aod( a*d( îit Dey;" Wo@x-îh-a;idt" Svr;"
hrasva-d¥rgha-pluta-avarˆa-ivarˆa-uvarˆå˙ ®i ©i ¬ri ca
ed aid od aud iti jñeyå˙ ∑ho∂aßha-iha-ådita˙ svarå˙
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The Varˆa or sound “A,” as well as the Varˆa “I” and the Varˆa “U” are found as
Hrasva, D¥rgha and Pluta, making for a total of 9 vowels. Added to that are short and
long “Âi,” and “L®i,” for a total of 12 vowels in the first line of the couplet. The second
line uses a terminal “T,” changed to “D” by Samdhi, to separate the dipthong vowels, a
traditional notation in grammar used to mark an individual letter.18 Thus “E,” “AI,” “O,”
and “AU,” become “Ed,” “AId,” “Od,” and “AUd.” Then, the word “Iti” is used to
denote that this is the end of the list. The verse thus says that there are 16 initial vowels to
be learned, and they are:

a a; a;3 î È È3 ¨ Ë Ë3 A Å lO E Ee ao a*
a å å3 i ¥ ¥3 u ™ ™3 ®i ©i ¬ri e ai o au

The most well-known Shikshå, is the Påˆin¥ya Íhik∑hå. The text asserts that there
are 21 vowels.19

Svr; iv'xitrekí
svarå viµßatirekaßh ca
Although the Påˆin¥ya Íhik∑hå does not enumerate which those 21 vowels are,
commentators agree that the additional vowels are made up by the plutas of dipthongs e,
ai, o, and au and vocalic ® as the fifth. Thus Påˆin¥ya Íhik∑hå’s list of 21 vowels is:

a a; a;3 î È È3 ¨ Ë Ë3 A Å Å3 lO E E3 Ee Ee3 ao
ao3 a* a*3
a å å3 i ¥ ¥3 u ™ ™3 ® © ©3 ¬ e e3 ai ai3 o o3 au au3 20

Finally, a fragment of an ancient Shikshå text by Vasi∑hˇha claims that there are
26 vowels:

Svr;" Wi@±v'xit" p[oˇ_;"
svarå˙ ∑ha∂viµßhati˙ proktå˙21
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This is the expansion of the eight Svara into the full range of vowels in the
Sanskrit alphabet.22 The vowels, arising from their source in “A,” in turn give rise to the
consonants.
V. VOWELS AND CONSONANTS
Investigation into the foundation of knowledge of the ancient Vedic civilization,
the study of pure knowledge, Veda, is called “Vedic Study.” Vedic Study, Maharishi
explains, is not the study of anything outside of oneself.23 It is the study of the Self, the
Ãtmå. The Self reverberates and expresses itself in the one eternal sound, “A,” and then
the one sound, “A,” is seen for its eight-fold values in the eight basic Svara, which
expand to create all the vowels. Finally, in the full expansion of the sound “A,” there is
the formation of consonants from the vowels. The expansion of “A” to all the vowels,
and then to the consonants, expresses the collapsing of the abstract to the concrete, the
collapsing of infinity to its own point; this is the dynamics of human consciousness,
expanding and contracting, reverberating back and forth between its unbounded cosmic
status, and its localized finite point value; in this dynamism of reverberation of the Self,
the study of the Veda becomes meaningful. Maharishi explains the investigation of the
Vedic sounds as the exploration of the relationship between vowels and consonants:
When you study the Vedic Literature, then first you study the vowels and
consonents, then you study the gaps between vowels and the consonents. This is
studying the nature of the Self. And when you study the nature of the Self, you
see that the Self reverberates in terms of its own reverberations and they are the
Svara; they are the reverberations of Ãtmå. And they are the vowels.
There are two values in the language, one is vowel and one is consonant—vowels
and consonants. This is Vedic Literature, this Vedic language made of vowels—
that means reverberations of the Self itself. . . . It is a beautiful sequentially
evolving reality of how the singularity of Ãtmå, the singularity of the SelfReferral intelligence multiplies itself. It multiplies itself as the first syllable—
eight syllables—and from there they become the consonants. Consonants are
Vyañjana, we call it, Svara and Vyañjana.
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Svara means reverberations of the Self, reverberations of the Total Natural Law,
Ãtmå, consciousness. And they then extend into the consonants. Consonants are
the syllables where the vowels are attached to other words. Ka, Kha, Ga, Gha.
Always “A,” “A,” “A,” “A.” Ka, Kha, Ga, Gha, Ta, Tha, Da, Dha, Pa, Pha, Ba.
Always “A,” “A,” “A.” “A” is the first Svara, the first vowel. The first vowel “A”
is the flow of silence. “Aaaaaaaaaaa.” It is sound that carries the character of the
infinite value of unified wholeness—“Aaaaaaaaaaa.” “Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.” So “A”
stands for silence; “I” stands for dynamism. Like that, the whole conception and
the emergence of one syllable from the other syllable—one within the other—
huge infinity, and the point of infinity also has the total concentrated value of the
Self.24
Here Maharishi has given an expanded microscopic view of the totality of
knowledge contained in the first letter of the Sanskrit alphabet, “A”: What he called, in
his analogy, the hum of the marketplace, which was like a roar from a distance, has been
resolved, on closer approach, first into the different vowels and then into vowels and
consonants, all participating together in the eternal flow of silence. This is how Maharishi
explains the ultimate source of all the letters of the Sanskrit alphabet in the silence of the
Self, or Ãtmå. The different consonants of the Sanskrit alphabet have been classified and
systematized by the authors of the various Íhik∑hå texts.
VI. CONSONANTS
Consonants are called Vyañjana in Sanskrit. Although there was a considerable
range of opinion as to the number of vowels, there is much less diversity of opinion as to
how many consonants there are. Here is Gautama’s presentation of the consonants:25

aq ]yiS]'x√‰Ôn;in .viNt ) Spx;RNtSqo„m;,íeit
atha trayas-triµßad vyañjanåni bhavanti , sparßåntastho∑hmåˆaß ceti
Gautama asserts that there are 33 consonants, and that consonants are of three kinds,
Sparßha, (full contact consonants), Anta˙stha (semi-vowels), and ¤∑hmåˆa (sibilants).26
1. Sparßha (full contact) consonants. Gautama begins by defining the Sparßha,
or contact consonants:
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t] kk;r;dyo mk;r;Nt;" Spx;R" pçiv'xití
tatra kakårådayo makåråntå˙ sparßhå˙ pañcaviµßatißhca

The letters starting with the letter “Ka” and ending with the letter “Ma” are the
Sparßha, and they are twenty-five in number. This apparently alludes to the traditional
recitation of the alphabet, in which there are five rows or vargas of five consonants each:

k%g`õ
czjZñ
$#@!,
tqd/n
pfb.m
ka kha ga gha ãa
cha chha ja jha ña
ˇa ˇha ∂a ∂ha ˆa
ta tha da dha na
pa pha ba bha ma
Gautama enumerates them differently, separating out the nasal sounds as a
separate category within the set of Sparßha. His listing nevertheless starts with “Ka” and
ends with “Ma”:

aq;nNTy; iv'xit.RviNt te kc$tp;" %z#qf;
gj@db; `Z!/.;íeTyq;NTy;" pç te õñ,nm;íeit
athånantyå viµßatir bhavanti te ka-ca-ˇa-ta-på˙ kha chha ˇha tha phå
ga ja ∂a da bå gha jha ∂ha dha bhåßcetyathåntyå˙ pañca te ãa ña ˆanamåßceti
Ãpishali, Påri and Ãtreya27 present the Sparßha in verse form:

k%* g`* õczj; Zñ* $#@!; ,t*
qd* /n* pfb.; m" Spx;R" pçiv'xit"

ka-khau ga-ghau ãa-cha-chha-jå jha-ñau ˇa-ˇha-∂a-∂hå ˆa-tau
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tha-dau dha-nau pa-pha-ba-bhå ma˙ sparßhå˙ pañcaviµßati˙
The Pratyåhåra S™tra of Vedic grammar present the 25 Sparßha in six separate
S™tra.28 The nasals are presented separately, as one group; the next three S™tra are
devoted to the Gho∑ha or voiced consonants: Two of these three S™tra are devoted to the
voiced aspirated consonants, and then the third one to the voiced unaspirated consonants;
finally, eight out of the ten unvoiced, Agho∑ha consonants are listed in one S™tra starting
with the five aspirated consonants; “Ka” and “Pa” are given their own final S™tra, thus
completing the presentation of the Sparßha consonants:

ñmõ,nm(
Z.ñ(
`!/W(
jbg@dx(
%fz#qc$tv(
kpy(
ña-ma-ãa-ˆa-nam
jha-bhañ
gha-∂ha-dha∑h
ja-ba-ga-∂a-daß
kha-pha-cha-ˇha-tha-ca-ˇa-tav
ka-pay
Finally, a S™tra from Taittir¥ya Pråtishåkhya sums up the Sparßha consonants:29

a;¥;" pç…v\ xit Spx;‹"
ŒdyŒú pa–caviº§ati spar§Œú

The first group of consonants are these 25 full contact consonants called
“Sparßha.”
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2. Anta˙stha Consonants (semivowels). The second group of consonants that
Gautama mentions while defining “Vyañjana” are the Anta˙stha consonants. Anta˙stha
are stationed (stha) in the middle (antar) between vowels and consonants. They do not
have the full contact of the Sparßha consonants, nor the free flow of the vowel sounds;
they are called semi-vowels in English. Gautama says there are four, and they are “Ya,”
“Ra,” “La” and “Va”:30

cTv;roåNtSq;Ste yrlv;"
chatvåroíntasthås te ya-ra-la-vå˙

Vasishˇha agrees that there are four:31

cTv;rí tq;NtSq;"
chatvåraß cha tathåntasthå˙

Ãmareßhi says similarly:32

ctßo y;dyoåNtSq;"
chatasro yådayoíntasthå˙

Ãpishali, Ãtreya and Påri phrase it metrically:33

yr* lv* ctßoåNtSq;í
ya-rau la-vau catasroíntasthåß cha

Yåjñavalkya further describes their qualities:34

cTv;yRNtSq; yrlv;" kiplv,;R a…¶dwvTy;"
chatvåryantasthå ya-ra-la-vå˙ kapilavarˆå agnidaivatyå˙

In the Pratyåhåra S™tra of Vedic grammar, the letter “Ha” is added to the group,
although it is not being classed as a semi-vowel. There are two S™tra:35

hyvr$( l,(
ha-ya-va-raˇ laˆ

The Taittir¥ya Pråtishåkhya sums up in one S™tra:36
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pr;ítßoåNtSq;"
paråß chatasroíntasthå˙

3. ¤∑hman Consonants (sibilants and ha). The final class of “Vyañjana”
consonants identified by Gautama are called

Ë„m;, (¤∑hmåˆa). Gautama says that

there are four ¤∑hman letters, ìHa,î ìÍa,î ìÛaî and ìSaî:37

cTv;río„m;,Ste hxWs;íeit

chatvåraß co∑hmåˆas te ha ßha ∑ha såß ceti

Yajñavalkya gives the traditional sequence of these four ™∑hman letters:38

cTv;yUR„m;," xWsh; a®,v,;R a;idTydwvTy;"
chatvåry-™∑hmåˆa˙ ßha ∑ha sa hå aruˆavarˆå ådityadaivatyå˙

A similar treatment is found in the Pratyåhåra S™tra, where the last two S™tra are
devoted to these four ¤∑hman letters:39

xWsr( hl(
ßha ∑ha sar hal

It is interesting to note that the Pratyåhåra S™tra list the letter “Ha” twice, once as the
first of the anta˙stha (semivowel) class, and then again here, directly following the three
sibilants.
By contrast, Vasishˇha, Påri, Ãpishali, Ãtreya, and the Taittir¥ya Pråtishåkhya all
declare that there are six ¤∑hman letters. Vasishˇha says:40

W@Ü„m;," p[k°itRt;"
∑ha∂ ™∑hmåˆa˙ prak¥rtitå˙

Ãtreya, Påri and Ãpishali all identify what the six are with the same metrical
expression:41
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cãkxWsæph;" W@Ü„m;,"

cha˙ ka ßha ∑ha sa˙ pa hå˙ ∑ha∂ ™∑hmåˆa˙

Visarga is a breath following a vowel sound, that may be pronounced at the
completion of a word. Ancient Indian phoneticians noticed that if the breath or Visarga
was pronounced directly before a following “Ka,” then the closing or choking down of
the throat tended to make the Visarga take on a sort of rasping throat sound as the breath
rushed by the root of the tongue. They called this transformed Visarga, pronounced
immediately before a guttural “Ka” or “Kha,” Jihvåm™l¥ya. Jihvå means tongue, and
M™la means root, so the name means “pronounced at the root of the tongue.”
Phoneticians also noticed that if the Visarga is pronounced directly before a following
“Pa,” then the closing of the lips created a distinctive sort of blowing sound. This
transformed visarga is called Upadhmån¥ya. In ancient Vedic language, these two sounds,
Jihvåm™l¥ya and Upadhmån¥ya are considered different letters, different from the
ordinary Visarga. They are even given their own symbols. Sometimes they are
represented by two different symbols,
represented by the same symbol

ã and æ but more commonly they are both

ã since the context, namely the following “Ka,” or

“Kha,” or “Pa,” or “Pha,” makes obvious which of the two is intended. In recent times,
the use of a special symbol to denote Jihvåm™l¥ya and Upadhmån¥ya has become
infrequent, even in Vedic texts, and the two dots of the Visarga are often used even when
the Jihvåm™l¥ya and Upadhmån¥ya are intended. In the above metrical phrase, the
Visarga preceding the letter “Ka” is the Jihvåm™l¥ya and the Visarga preceding the letter
“Pa” is the Upadhmån¥ya. The letters “Ka” and “Pa” are here used by the seers only to
show the special nature of the Visarga sounds; “Ka” and “Pa” are not themselves
considered part of the series of ¤∑hman letters. Thus, according to Ãtreya, Påri and
Ãpishali, the ¤∑hman letters are:
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x W s h, (ßha ∑ha sa ha), jihvåm™l¥ya and upadhmån¥ya.

42

Taittir¥ya Pråtißhåkhya agrees with Ãtreya, Påri and Ãpißhali in declaring the
number of the ¤∑hman letters as six:43

pre W@Ü„m;,"

pare ∑ha∂ ™∑hmåˆa˙
Âik Veda Pråtißhåkhya declares the ¤∑hman letters to be eight:

¨ˇreå∑; Ë„m;,"
uttareí∑hˇå ™∑hmåˆa˙

Commentators elaborate that these eight ¤∑hman letters are ha, ßha ∑ha sa, Visarga,
Jihvåm™l¥ya, Upadhmån¥ya and Anusvara.44
These three groups, Sparßha, Anta˙stha and ¤∑hman comprise the consonants in
the Sanskrit alphabet.
VII. ADDITIONAL LETTERS: CHODITA AND YAMA
4. Choditas. There is another class of letters, according to Ãpishali, called the
Chodita. The word Chodita comes from the root “cud,” to impel, incite, cause to move
quickly. All are derived from the quick or sudden movement of the breath in the throat,
nose or mouth. There are five Chodita sounds. The class of six ¤∑hman letters is the first;
the Visarga is the second; the Anusvara is the third, the retroflex “£a,” is the fourth, and
the class of sounds called Anunåsikya or simply Nåsya, make up the fifth. These are
described by Ãpishali and Påri, in one line:45

ivsg;RnuSv;r¬;í;nun;isKy;" pç coidt;" 6
visargånusvåra¬åßhchånunåsikyå˙ pañcha choditå˙ 6
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The list presents four Chodita letters, although counting five: Visarga, anusvåra,
“£a,” and Anunåsikya. Ãpishali and Påri raise the number to five in a subsequent verse
by adding the six ¤∑hmåˆa letters as one member of the group of five Choditas:46

W@Ü„m;,o ivsgoRånuSv;ro ¬o n;Sypçkm( 9
∑ha∂™∑hmåˆo visargoínusvåro ¬o nåsyapañchakam 9

The ¤∑hmåˆa letters and Visarga have already been described.
The Anusvåra or “Aµ,” is handled differently in each of the four Vedas, and the
name and symbol are often pre-empted in the later classical literature as a short-hand for
a final nasal, or a nasalized vowel. However, the pure Anusvåra is something different.
L. Aravind explains the pure Vedic Anusvåra:
The Íhaunaka, Måˆ∂™kya, Påˆini and other authorities have declared that the
Anusvåra “˜” in its original state is a voiced sound involving only the Nåsika
and no other oral articulation (e.g. anusvåra yamånåµ cha nåsikå sthånaµ
uchyate). This differentiates it from the other Anunåsikas such as “ma,”
“na,”“ˆa,” “ña,” and “ãa,” which are sounds with specific oral articulations that
are tinged with passage of air through the nasal cavity. In the pure AnusvŒra the
mouth is kept naturally closed without forming any particular articulation and the
air is allowed to pass, superficial contacting the oral cavity into the nasal cavity.
However, it does not pass into the oral cavity to resonate within it.47
The Anusvåra is considered to be purely a nasal sound, i.e., air is moving through the
nostrils only during the pronunciation of Anusvåra. A quite different treatment of
Anusvåra is found in some recensions of Yajur-Veda, Abhyankar explains. The
Anusvåra may be treated “As a kind of consonant of the type of nasalized half “Ga,” (gm()
as described in some treatises of the Yajur-veda Pråtißhåkhya .”48
The Anunåsikya is uttered through the nose and mouth both, as different from the
Anusvåra which is uttered only through the nose. The five nasals

õñ,nm

(ãa ña ˆa na m) of the Sparßha class are considered Anunåsikya; three of the four semivowels, “Ya,” “La,” and “Va,” and all the vowels may all be nasalized, becoming
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Anunåsikya. These Anunåsikya semi-vowels and vowels are marked with chandrabindu

\ . The remaining Chodita is a retroflex “£a.” The retroflex “£a,” ¬ is substituted in the
ancient Vedic language for the retroflex @ (Îa) when the “Îaî is preceded and followed
by a vowel. The verb ¥∂e (È@º) which is the second word of Âik Veda, “I adore,” is
changed to ¥¬e (È¬π). These five, ¤∑hmåˆa, Visarga, Anusvåra, ¬, (£a,) and Anunåsikya,
are the five Chodita described by Ãpishali and Påri.
5. Yama. There is another very important group of letters, called the Yama.
According to a contemporary dictionary writer, a Yama is:
one of a pair, a twin letter available in pronunciation before a nasal letter and
similar to it, when the nasal consonant is preceded by any one of the four
consonants of the five classes; the Yama is a transitional sound intervening
between a non-nasal and the following nasal, as a counterpart of the non-nasal.49
In the conjunct “gn” in agnim, for example, the letter “Ga” succeeds in bringing the flow
of speech to a complete stop. In order to pronounce the “Na,” some vibration must first
be supplied to the voice box or larynx. This momentary stirring of sound in the voice box
is considered to be a letter in its own right, called a Yama. There are four different kinds
of Yama, according to whether the consonant preceding the nasal is hard or soft, aspirated
or unaspirated. Yåjnavalkya describes the Yama very succinctly, giving four examples,
and the four names of the Yama:

Km :m Gm ~m k⁄˘ %u' gu' `u' îit ym;íTv;r"

kma khma gma ghma kuµ khuµ guµ ghuµ iti yamåßhchatvåra˙
Gautama describes in detail the unique position of the Yama with respect to a

preceding consonant and following nasal:

aq;nNTy; iv'xit.RviNt te kc$tp;" %z#qf;
gj@db; `Z!/.;íeTyq;NTy;" pç te õñ,nm;íeit
aq;nNTy;íTv;rSte sym;Ste k⁄˘ %u' gu' `u'
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îTynNTy;NTys'yogeånNTypUveRånNTyoˇre Vyv/;nvijRte
t] ym; vˇRNte n s'xy îit

athånantyå viµßatirbhavanti te ka ca ˇa ta på˙ kha chha ˇha tha phå
ga ja ∂a da bå gha jha ∂ha dha bhåßh chetyathåntyå˙ pañcha te ãa ña ˆa na måßh cheti
athånantyåßh chatvåras te sayamås te kuµ khuµ guµ ghuµ
ityanantyåntyasaµyogeínantyap™rveínantyottare vyavadhånavarjite
tatra yamå varttante na saµßhaya iti
Gautama says:
Now, the non-final letters (Anantya)(of the five Vargas or rows of consonants)
are 20: They are Ka, Ca, Êa, Ta, Pa; Kha, Cha, Êha, Tha, Pha; Ga Ja Îa Da Ba,
and Gha, Jha, Îha, Dha, and Bha.
Now, the final letters (Antya)(of the five Vargas) are five:
They are õa, Ña, Ôa, Na and Ma.
Now, the non-final letters are of four kinds, corresponding to four Yama,
Kuµ, Khuµ, Guµ, and Ghuµ.
When a non-final letter is conjunct with a final letter, then in the gap
before the final, but after the non-final letter, when there is no pause
between the final and non-final letter, there the Yama reside without doubt.50
Starting from pure consciousness, Ãtmå, this chapter has examined the emergence

of the alphabet from pure silence, starting with the expression of the first sound, the first
letter of the alphabet, “A.” The first letter, “A,” was seen to contain all the letters of the
alphabet in seed form. The first sound, “A,” gave rise to the eight Svara, which in turn
gave rise to all the vowels. The vowels in turn gave rise to the progressively collapsing
sequence of consonants, the semivowels, the sibilants, and finally the full contact
consonants or Sparßha. The furthest limit of this progression may be seen in the Yama.
The Yama are not so much distinct letters, as a tangible manifest expression of the gap
between letters, that value which holds two sounds together. The gap holding two sounds
together reveals the underlying continuum of speech, the continuum of the sound “A,”
that was the starting point of speech. The gap points to the continuum that is here made
manifest as vibration: Here in the gap between letters, there is yet a sign of that
unmanifest value of speech, the source of speech, consciousness, Ãtmå. It may be
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inferred that by bringing the attention to the existence of this phase of speech, the Yamas,
Gautama is laying out to vision the existence of a greater value of Yama, Yama the
administrator: Organizing the collapse and emergence of successive sounds—the death
and rebirth of sounds, one might say—Yama is found administering the entire field of
speech by organizing the joining together of innumerable syllables into one continuum of
flow of the totality of life. Thus it is seen that the alphabet letters called Yama may be
understood as the organizing power of the mind made tangible; at once silent and
dynamic, they exude the nature of unamnifest pure Transcendental Consciousness, that is
the ultimate source of all the letters of the alphabet. Not carrying meaning, they remain
unnoticed, but by energizing the gap, the field of transformation between letters, they are
responsible for the diversity of expressions on the surface of speech.
The Choditas and the Yamas are the final two groups of letters of the Sanskrit
alphabet to be learned. With this knowledge of the whole range of the Sanskrit alphabet
as taught by the sages who wrote the ancient Íhik∑hå texts, it is now possible to count the
letters of the Sanskrit alphabet, and the various discrepancies in the numbers of letters
propounded in different texts can be understood.
VIII. THE SANKSRIT ALPHABET
Maharishi has described the Sanskrit Alphabet as a perfect system of
quantification of totality.51 The infinite continuum of the total potential of Natural Law,
reverberating in the Self, gets quantified in speech, when the fully opened mouth,
expressing the continuum of the sound “A,” the infinity of Being, is progressively
collapsed down to a point in the sound “Ka,” in which the vibrations of sound are
completely nil, and the breath is completely stopped—speech is brought to a standstill. It
has been seen how systematically, in this collapse of infinity into a point, from “A” into
“Ka,” from the abstract to the concrete, all the sounds of the Vedic alphabet emerge
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sequentially. From the starting point of “A,” first the eight Svara emerge, expanding to
all the vowels, and then from the vowels, the different classes of consonants emerge.
The Sanskrit alphabet is called “Varˆa-samåmnåya,” which means traditional
collection of the letters of the Vedic alphabet. Collections of letters are found in the
ancient Shikshå texts written by the great Maharshis of previous ages, and in the
Pråtishåkhya of the various Veda, and in the text of Vedic grammar. These ancient texts
often give more elaborate, more detailed and precise presentations of the alphabet, than
the traditional recitations taught in schools and colleges. The traditional recitation of the
Sanskrit alphabet involves 48 letters. (Please refer to Table 1, Varˆa Samåmnaya.)
Vasishˇha presents a Vedic alphabet of 68 letters, Påˆini suggests that there are 63
or 64 letters. (Please refer to Table 2, Påˆini’s alphabet.) Ãtreya counts 59 letters, while
Ãpishali and Påri list 56 letters each. The Taittir¥ya Pråtishåkhya presents 51 letters,
(Table 3), while in the Pratyåhåra S™tra of Vyåkaraˆa, (Table 4) only 42 are given. His
Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, in the context of comparing the Vedic alphabet to the
64 codons of the genetic code, suggested that there were 64 letters in the Vedic alphabet.
(Please refer to Table 2). However in the context of learning the alphabet in order to enter
into the reading and recitation of the Vedic Literature, he has set a number of 52 letters in
the Vedic alphabet.52 The 52 letter Vedic alphabet includes the 48 sounds of the
Varˆa Samåmnåya (Table 1) augmented by Jihvåm™l¥ya and Upadhmån¥ya, and the
retroflex semi-vowels “£a” and ì£ha.” (Please refer to Table 5: 52 Letter Alphabet.) This
is the syllabary to be learned by students in the Vedic Literature reading program.
The Vedic texts provide a number of additional orthographic peculiarities: There are
accents that are noted differently and pronounced differently in the four Vedas; and in
Yajur Veda there are a variety of symbols for Visarga, and Anusvåra. These will be
reviewed, starting with the Vedic accents.
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Table 1: Varˆa Samåmnaya
Traditional Recitation of the Sanskrit Alphabet

a a; î

È

a

¥

å

i

v,Rsm;ªy

¨ Ë A Å lO
u

™

®i

E Ee

ao a* a' a"

e

o

ai

au

aµ

©i

¬ri

a˙

k % g ` õ
ka

kha ga

gha ãa

c z j Z ñ
cha

chha ja

jha

ña

$ # @ ! ,
ˇa

ˇha

t

q d / n

ta

tha

p

f b . m

pa

pha ba

y r

ya

∂a
da

∂ha ˆa
dha na
bha ma

l v x W s h
ra

la

va

ßha ∑ha sa

ha
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Table 2: Påˆini's Alphabet
Based on Påˆin¥ya Íhik∑hå

a a; a;3 î

È

È3 ¨ Ë Ë3

a

¥

¥3

å

å3

i

u

™

™3

A Å Å3 lO E E3 Ee Ee3
®i

©i

©i3

¬ri

e

e3

ai

ai3

ao ao3 a* a*3
o

o3

au

au3

k % g ` õ

ka

kha ga

gha ãa

c z j Z ñ
cha

chha ja

jha

ña

$ # @ ! ,
ˇa

ˇha

t

q d / n

p

f b . m

ta
pa

tha

∂a
da

pha ba

∂ha ˆa
dha na
bha ma

y r

l v x W s h

ya

la

ra

va

ßha

∑ha

sa

ha

k⁄˘ %u' gu' `u' a' a" ã æ ¬ ¿h
kuµ khuµ guµ

ghuµ aµ

aú

jihvŒmªl´ya

upadhmŒn´ya

Â

Âha
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Table 3: Taittir¥ya Pråtißhåkhyaís Alphabet

a a; a;3 î

È

A Å lO E

Ee ao a*

a

®i

å

©i

å3
¬ri

i

e

¥

ai

È3 ¨ Ë Ë3
¥3

o

u

™

™3

au

k % g ` õ

ka

kha ga

gha ãa

c z j Z ñ
cha

chha ja

jha

ña

$ # @ ! ,
ˇa

ˇha

t

q d / n

p

f b . m

ta
pa

tha

∂a
da

pha ba

∂ha ˆa
dha na
bha ma

y r

l v x W s h

ya

la

ra

ã
jihvŒmªl´ya

va

ßha

∑ha

æ a" a' a\
upadhmŒn´ya

aú

aµ

aº

sa

ha
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Table 4: Pratyåhåra S™tra of Vyåkaraˆa

a î ¨ ,(
a i u
A lO k™
¨i Âri
E ao õ™
e o
Ee a* c(
ai au
hyvr$(
ha ya va ra
l,(
la
ñmõ,nm(
–a ma ‹a öa na
Z.ñ(
jha bha
`!/W(
gha ¶ha dha
jbg@dx(
ja ba ga ¶a da
%fz#qc$tv(
kha pha chha ÿha tha cha ÿa ta
kpy(
ka pa
xWsr(
§ha ·ha sa
hl(
(ö)

(k)

(‹)

(ch)

(ÿ)

(ö)

(m)

(–)

(·h)

(§h)

(y)

(r)

ha

(l)

(v)

56
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Table 5: 52-Letter Vedic Alphabet
of the Vedic Literature Reading Curricululm

a a; î

È

¨ Ë A Å lO

a

¥

u

å

i

™

®i

E Ee

ao a* a' a"

e

o

ai

au

aµ

©i

¬ri

a˙

k % g ` õ
ka

kha ga

gha ãa

c z j Z ñ
cha

chha ja

jha

ña

$ # @ ! ,
ˇa

ˇha

∂a

t

q d / n

ta

tha

p

f b . m

pa

pha ba

da

∂ha ˆa
dha na
bha ma

y r

l v x W s h

ya

la

ra

va

ßha

∑ha

ã æ ¬ ¿h
jihvŒmªl´ya

upadhmŒn´ya

Âa Âha

sa

ha
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IX. VEDIC LETTERS AND MARKS
1. Vedic Accents. The Âik Veda is chanted, and there are different tones or
accents that are traditionally marked in the text. The three accents in the Âik Veda are the
Udåtta, the Anudåtta, and the Svarita. The Anudåtta, or un-raised pitch is the low tone. It
is marked with a horizontal line below the syllable. The Svarita is a high pitch, or sliding
note; it is marked with a vertical line above the syllable. The Udåtta or raised tone, is not
marked; also unaccented syllables are not marked. The first verse of Âik Veda looks as
follows with these accent markings:

aô…¶mIÿ¬π puûroihÿt' yÖDSyÿ deÖvmOû‚Tvjÿm( ) hot;ÿr' ràÖ/;tÿmm( 1
Âik Veda also has what is called a Kampa accent, which may be short or long,
and is written accordingly with a 1 or a 3, having both a Svarita accent above the number,
and an Anudåtta accent mark below. An example is shown from S™kta 2, verse 6:

mÖæ+v1ÖÿTq; …/ôy; nÿr; 6
The Såma Veda Saµhitå uses an entirely different system of notation. The Udåtta
accent is written as a “1” above the syllable. The Svarita accent is written as a “2” above
the syllable. The Anudatta is written as a “3” above the syllable. “2U” and “2R” are
additional kinds of Svarita accents, called appropriately Svarita U and Svarita Ra. “3K”
is a special Anudatta accent called Anudåtta Ka, and finally there is
a Såmavedic U accent written as an “U” above the syllable.53 The first verse of
Såma Veda looks as follows with these accent markings:

1

aÅ¶è a;Ä y;Åih vIètÄyeÅ gO,;ènoÅ hèVyÄd;Åtye
inÄ hot;ñ s‚Ts bèihÄRiWÅ 1

The Atharva Veda uses accent markings similar to those of Âik Veda, with the
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addition of the Jåtya Svarita accent, which is an unusual flourish:

59

˝ The first verse of

Atharva Veda looks as follows, with a Jåtya Svarita accent just past the middle of the
second line:

ye i]ÿWÖ¢;" pÿ·rÖy≤Ntô ivê;ÿ ÂÖp;…,ô …b.[ÿt" )
v;ôcSpitôbRl;ô teW;'Ã tÖNvo˝ aÖ¥ dÿ/;tu me –1–
The Íhukla Yajur Veda accentuation system includes a symbol for a Jåtya Svarita
that is like a cursive “w,” written below the syllable; there is also an Antargami Anudåtta,
a horizontal line below the syllable, that has a short vertical hook attached on the left
side; and the symbol for Anudåtta in Íhukla Yajur Veda notation is a curved horizontal
line below the syllable, rather than a straight line. Verse 11 of the first chapter is shown
as an example:

.Uût;yÿ Tv;Öô n;r;ÿtyeÖ Svùri.ôiv:yeÿWÖNÎ˝hÿNt;ôNdu≤;‹Ã… pOiqôVy;
muûvRáNt·rÿ=ÖmNveÿim
pOiqôVy;STv;ô n;.*Ã s;dy;ôMyidÿTy;å¨ÖpSqeå¶eÿ hÄVy˝ rÿ= 11
The K®i∑hˆa Yajur Veda accentuation system varies in different recensions. The
Taittir¥ya typically uses the system employed for Âik Veda. Kåˇhaka marks a Svarita
with a caret below the syllable.54

t8

Anudåtta is marked with a vertical line below the syllable.

t9

The Jåtya Svarita is marked with a curved horizontal line below the syllable:

tÖ
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This latter mark is also used by Maitråyaˆi Saµhitå. Maitråyaˆi Saµhitå, although
following largely the accentuation system of Âik Veda, also uses a special Svarita mark
consisting of three vertical lines above the syllable.55

t:
There is also a “Sentence-ending” Udåtta consisting of two dots below the syllable, used
in texts of K®i∑hˆa Yajur-Veda:56

t;
2. Visarga. Íhukla Yajur Veda utilizes several additional marks for Visarga, the
breath-like or “ha” sound at the end of words. These different marks provide information
regarding accentuation and associated hand-movements. The first Visarga looks like a
division sign, and is used when the Visarga follows the Svarita accent. Here is an
example from verse 1 of Íhukla Yajur Veda:

îÄWe TvoôjeR Tv;ÿ v;Öyvÿ Sq deÖvo vÿæ sivÖt; p[;pÃRytuû ≈eœÿtm;yÖ
The Visarga that have a semi-circle facing left or right, positioned around the upper or
lower dot signal that the hand moves up or down, or left or right. Here is an example
from verse 17:

≤Mpÿ·rÖi/MpÖ≤R/ÿTq;ôåa¶eÿ dev p;ôi,i.ÿguRûÁm;ÿn… )
tNtÿåEÖtmnuû joWÿM.r;MyôeW neÊvdÿpcÖety;ÿt;åaÖ¶eÆ
ip[ôyMp;qopIÿtm( 17
3. Anusvåra. There are more than half a dozen symbols for the Anusvåra. The
Anusvåra is usually written as a dot above the line of the syllable it follows. However, in
the Taittir¥ya branch of K®i∑hˆa Yajur Veda, as well as in Såma Veda, the Anusvåra is
written differently. It is written as a Chandra-bindu, written slightly below, and following
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the horizontal line of the preceding syllable; it has a Viråma or halant written below it.
Here is an example from the second verse of the Taittir¥ya Saµhitå.

yÖDSyÿ `oôWd…sÖ p[Tyuÿ∑Ö˝r=Ö"
In Yajur Veda there is a special Anusvåra that signals that thumb and forefinger
touch briefly: This is shown below with some of its common variants:57

tX t‰ t1 t2 t3
There is a special Anusvåra used when the above Anusvåra follows short Måtrås,
and is followed in turn by the letters “Íha,î ìÛha,î ìSa,î ìHa,î or ìÂi:î58

t4

Some other symbols for Anusvåra are:59

t5 t“ t6 t7 t˝
Here is an example showing the use of different Anusvåras, from verse 1 of
chapter 4 of Íhukla Yajur Veda:

AûKs;ôm;>y;ÿã sÖNtrÿNtoô ≤jÿu.IR r;ÖySpoWÿe,Ö simôW; mÿdem )
îÖm;åa;pÖ… xmÿu me sNtu dÖevIroWÿ/Öe ];yÿSvÖ Svi/ÿteÖ mwnÿ˝
ih˝sI… 1
4. Special “Ya” in Íhukla Yajur Veda. One can see in the above line, that there is
an unusual letter “Ya,” that has an oblique line drawn through it:

≤ This occurs

frequently in Íhukla Yajur Veda. This letter is used to represent a “Ya,” which although
grammatically a true “Ya,” is pronounced as “Ja.”
These are the special symbols used to represent Vedic Sanskrit. (Please refer to
Table 6: Special Vedic Characters).
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Table 6: Special Vedic Characters

k⁄˘ %u' gu' `u'

¬ ¿h ≤

kuµ

Âa

khuµ guµ

ghuµ

Âha

ya/ja

tX t‰ t1 t2 t3
t4 t5 t“ t6 t7 t˝ t˝
Anusvåra:

t… tÆ tæ

Visarga:
Vedic Accents

aÿ

aÖ

1Öÿ

3Öÿ

ÂgVeda Svarita

ÂgVeda Anudåtta

Short Kampa

Long Kampa

aÖ

vù

yÿ

vá

Anudåtta

Antargami Anudåtta

Svarita

Jåtya Svarita

Íhukla Yajur-Veda

Íhukla Yajur-Veda

Íhukla Yajur-Veda

Íhukla Yajur-Veda

t8

t9

tÖ

Kåˇhaka Svarita

Kåˇhaka Anudåtta

Kåˇhaka Jåtya Svarita

tÖ

t:

t;

Maitråyaˆ¥ya Jåtya Svarita Maitråyaˆ¥ya Svarita

Maitråyaˆ¥ya Sentence Ending Udåtta

a;Ä

aÅ

a;ñ

a;ô

Såma Veda Udåtta

Såma Veda Svarita

Såma Veda "Svarita ra"

Såma Veda "Svarita u"

aè

a¡

a‡;

Såma Veda Anudåtta

Såma Veda ìAnudåtta Kaî

Såma Veda ìUî

˝

Atharva Veda Jåtya Svarita
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X. THE VALUE OF READING VEDIC LITERATURE
The alphabet emerges sequentially from the eternal continuum of the sound “A,”
through the eight Svara, and the evolution of all the vowels, to the semi-vowels and
sibilants, and finally to the full contact consonants, called Sparßha. The underlying theme
has been that “A” is the reverberation of one’s own consciousness when it is awake in
itself, when it is referring only to itself, not to anything outside of itself: self-referral
consciousness, reverberating within itself between the unbounded infinite continuum of
its own nature, and the restricted finite point of its own nature, systematically gives rise
to the sequentially unfolding sounds of the Vedic alphabet. The sounds of the Vedic
Literature are the reverberations of the Ãtmå, the reverberations of one’s own Self.
Reading Vedic Literature is a procedure, which combined with direct experience of the
Self through the practice of the Transcendental Meditation technique, enlivens in
individual human awareness the dynamics of evolution of consciousness, the mechanics
whereby consciousness, the field of total natural law, expresses itself in the material
world and creates the diverse universe. Having seen how the Vedic sounds emerge
systematically from the field of consciousness, the field of the Self, Maharishi’s vision of
the culturing of perfection through the recitation of the Vedic Literature can be
understood: Maharishi sums up his theme of unfolding the latent potential of the
individual through recitation of the sounds of the Vedic Literature as follows:
Life is expressed through words. Vedic chanting are the words of consciousness
—consciousness reverberates. So the Self of everyone is the consciousness of
everyone. So Vedic Sounds—Vedic Mantras we call it to distinguish it from other
sounds, ordinary sounds—so these are the Mantras from the Transcendental Field.
They are the reverberations of the self-referral consciounsess. And the whole
physical universe is the expression of these sounds, these vibrations. It is not a
matter of belief.
When you study the sounds of the mantras and you study the gaps between
sounds, then you understand that the reverberations of these sounds, they are the
speech of the Self. It is the Ãtmå that reverberates. It is called Svara. It is called
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the reverberations of Ãtmå, it is called the reverberations of the Self. So Vedic
reverberations of the Self, they are always at the basis of the evolutionary impulse
of activity, evolutionary. That is why they are always soothing, because they are
the generators of evolution, the generators of evolution.60
“Generating evolution” is the goal of the program of reading the Vedic Literature.
This revered goal of raising life to perfection, unfolding the infinite potential of the
human nervous system, is possible to attain, because the infinite dynamism of the Ãtmå,
which is the energy, intelligence and organizing power at the basis of the whole Creation,
is structured in the sounds of the Vedic alphabet.
XI. THE åICHO AKóHARE VERSE FROM åIK VEDA.
The program of reading the Vedic Literature is based upon the Sanskrit Alphabet.
This chapter has systematically presented the sounds of the Vedic alphabet, and the
Devanågar¥ script used to represent those sounds. But rather than starting with the first
letter of the Sanskrit alphabet, and proceeding through the various letters of the Classical
Sanskrit, and ancient Vedic alphabets, this chapter began with a discussion of the source
of alphabet, the source of thought, pure consciousness. In subsequent sections, the entire
alphabet was unfolded as a sequential collapse of infinity onto a point: The fully open
throat, characteristic of the sound “A,” collapsing, contracting more and more, moving
through all the vowels, the semi-vowels, the sibilants, and the full consonants consonants,
until the continuum of sound represented by the first letter, “A,” has been completely
brought to a stop, arrested in a point. And even the farthest most remote point from this
beginning “A,” the Yama, were seen as the representative of the underlying continuum of
consciousness at the source of speech. This collapse of infinity onto a point, is called in
Vedic Science the K∑hara of “A,” the collapse of “A.” The word Ak∑hara, which in
Sanskrit means “letter,” also may be understood as A-k∑hara, the K∑hara, collapse, of
“A.”
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When the alphabet is seen as the unfoldment of the inherent dynamism contained
in the collapse of the continuum onto a point—that means when the alphabet is seen as
the expression of the dynamics of one’s own infinite, eternal self-referral consciousness
or Ãtmå, collapsing onto its own point, and expanding again to infinity in an eternal
reverberation—then it is seen that in the study of the alphabet, it is actually the source of
alphabet, consciousness, that is of primary importance. The primacy of consciousness,
unfolded for its full range of possibilities by the collapse of infinity onto a point, by the
collapse, K∑hara, of “A,” is the theme of understanding that is described in the
Richo Ak∑hare verse of Âik Veda. This one verse contains in seed form the
knowledge of all disciplines.61 Faculty of Maharishi University of Management have
developed Richo Ak∑hare charts for all the major disciplines and their varied
subdivisions. The charts show how the overall theme of knowledge in each discipline,
and in its various branches can be organized in terms of the structure of knowledge
unfolded in the Richo Ak∑hare verse.62 This parallel between the structure of knowledge
in the modern sciences, and in the ancient Vedic Science may be seen also in the study of
the sounds of the Vedic language. Table 7 reviews the parallel between the knowledge of
the alphabet and its source in Ãtmå, and the theme of pure knowledge, total knowledge,
contained in the Richo Ak∑hare verse. Maharishi’s translation of the verse is used as the
starting point.
In this way, the Richo Ak∑hare verse shows how the understanding and
experience of the Vedic alphabet as the expression of the dynamism of one’s own Ãtmå,
one’s own unbounded Self, is the gateway to unfolding the infinite potential of human
existence and living life in Enlightenment. This understanding is the foundation for
beginning the program of reading Vedic Literature. This explains why Maharishi has
presented two components of Vedic study, side by side: Reading the Vedic Literature in
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Table 7A: Âicho Ak∑hare Chart (first half)
The Vedic Alphabet in One Verse of Âik Veda—Âik Veda 1.164.39

V
E
D
I
C

A
L
P
H
A
B
E
T

Aûco aÖ=reÿ
RICHO
AKSHARE
The verses of the
Veda exist in the
collapse of fullness
(the kshara of ‘A’)

The letters of the
alphabet arise from
the sequential
closing of the fully
open throat,
characteristic of
“A,” to its fully
closed, choked
down, full-stop
character expressed
in “Ka.”

prÄme VyoÿmÖn(

yiSmÿNdeÖv;

PARAME
VYOMAN
...in the
transcendental
field, self-referral
consciousness,
the Self

YASMIN DEVA
In which reside all
the devas, the
impulses of
creative
intelligence, the
Laws of Nature

The open sound,
“A,” presents the
unbounded
continuum of pure
consciousness,
and the consonantal
stop presents the
point value, the
arresting of that
continuum in a
point; the continuum of “A,” and the
point of any consonant, “Ka,” reside in
the inherent dynamism of consciousness, reverberating
between infinity and
point: they have
their basis in the
transcendental
unmanifest field of
speech.

All the letters of the
Vedic alphabet
emerge from the
progressive
sequential
collapsing of the
continuum of “A”
onto its own point.

ai/Ö ivXvÿe
inWeÖdu"
ADHIVISHVE
NISHEDUH
...responsible for the
whole manifest
universe

These Vedic
sounds emerging
from the collapse
of “A,” go to
participate in all
the
mantra of the Veda
and all the verses
of the Vedic
Literature,
encompassing the
total knowledge
and organizing
power at the basis
of the whole
creation.
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Table 7B: Âicho Ak∑hare Chart (second half)

yStNn vedÖ
YASTANNA
VEDA
He whose
awareness
is not open to this
field...

Without the
experience of the
Self awake in its
own Nature, infinite
and unbounded,
eternally reverberating between
infinity and point,
the individual letters
and words can only
refer to limited,
bound realities of
the external world,
they cannot tell the
story of self-referral
consciousness,
Ãtmå, ever creating
infinite possibilities
from within its own
eternal Reality.

ikmOûc;
k¡ir„yitÖ
KIMRICHA
KARISHYATI
...what can the
verses accomplish
for him?

The letters of the
Vedic alphabet,
interpreted in terms
of the manifest
objects and
activities of the
phenomenal world,
become fairy tales
and myths, without
any foundation; they
lose their source in
the infinite
knowledge and
organizing power of
the Self. Reading
the texts of Vedic
Literature without
experiencing pure
consciousness
through the regular
practice of the
Transcendental
Meditation program
is of little value
because the
reference to the
infinite potential
located deep within
every human being
is missing.

y îˇd( ivÖdus(
YA ITTADVIDUS
Those who
know this level
of reality...

Those who
experience pure
consciousness and
its self-referral
fluctuations, enjoy
the individual
impulses of sound
of the Vedic
Literature as the
self-referral
transformations of
their own pure
consciousness; the
qualities of each
branch of Vedic
Literature are
awakened in their
awareness by
reading and hearing
the text of that
branch.

t îÖme sm;ÿste
TA IME
SAMASATE
...are established in
evenness, wholeness
of life.

When all the
different channels of
consciousness
represented by all
the 40 branches of
Veda and Vedic
Literature have been
experienced as the
self-referral
fluctuations of one’s
own pure consciousness, then one’s
own pure wakefulness is fully awake
to the infinite
possibilities within
its own structure,
and life is lived in
affluence and
abundance and
perpetual bliss
consciousness. This
is life in
enlightenment.
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sequence, and experiencing one’s own self-referral consciousness through the practice of
the Transcendental Meditation program. Without the experience of the unboundedness of
the Self through the TM program, the power of the Vedic sounds for uplifting life, for
generating evolution could not be practically realized.
Knowledge of the Vedic alphabet is prerequisite to entering into the examination
of the actual sequence of texts to be read. The Vedic alphabet is the necessary foundation
for reading the Vedic Literature from beginning to end. Chapter 9 returns to the theme of
the emergence of the alphabet from the reverberations of the Self, the Ãtmå, in order to
analyze the mechanics underlying the effectiveness of the reading program for achieving
life in enlightenment, spontaneously harnessing the infinite organizing power of Natural
Law in every thought and action.
XI. CURRICULUM FOR READING THE VEDÃõGA
In the following chapters a model curriculum for reading the six Vedåãga is
presented. The curriculum is intended as a resource for teachers on the graduate,
undergraduate and high school levels; it can also be used as a reader since there are
sample readings from each of the texts of the Vedåãga, presented in proper sequence, as
well as graphic presentation of His Majesty King Nader Råm’s discovery of the correlate
in the physiology of every text of the Vedåãga.
In the doctoral program in Maharishi Vedic Science at Maharishi University of
Management, students read through the entire Vedic Literature in two and a half years. At
least three months (about 300 hours of reading) are usually devoted to Vedåãga. On this
schedule, students can read about one third of the full corpus of texts of Kalpa, and all of
the five other branches of Vedåãga, before proceeding to the texts of the remaining 30
branches of Vedic Literature. The curriculum of reading for the 30 branches following
the Vedåãga is presented in Appendix I.
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In the undergraduate major in Maharishi Vedic Science at Maharishi University
of Management, there is a series of four consecutive one-month courses devoted to
reading the Vedåãga. In the first month, students read all 36 texts of Íhik∑hå. In the
second month, they read excerpts of Kalpa and all of Vyåkaraˆa, Vedic grammar, reading
Påˆiniís A∑hˇådhyåy¥, as always, purely for its sound value, not for meaning. In the third
month the students read the Nighaˆˇu and Nirukta, and the textbook of Chhandas, and in
the fourth month they read through all of the B®ihad Påråßhara Horå Íhåstra, the main
sourcebook of Jyoti∑h.
In the upper school of Maharishi School of the Age of Enlightenment (9–12),
situated on the campus of Maharishi University of Management, where Sanskrit study is
part of the school curriculum, students become familiar with the reading process by
reading the Bhagavad G¥tå, the six Darßhana, and the fifteen principle Upani∑had. When
these are completed, then usually in the senior year, they may begin reading Íhik∑hå.
Many graduates of the undergraduate program in Maharishi Vedic Science, and
graduates of the Masters program in Maharishi Vedic Science at Maharishi University of
Management embark on reading through the total Vedic Literature on their own. Students
in the “life” reading program generally read through all the available packages of
knowledge as summarized in Chapters 3 through 8, and in Appendix I of this dissertation,
and as presented in completeness on the website of Maharishi University of Management,
at MUM.edu/vedicreserve.
It is intended that every student should profoundly own in his awareness the
connection between the text of Vedic Literature and the corresponding fibre or structure
in the physiology. Maharishi explains:
The entire Vedic Literature has been discovered as the structuring dynamics of
Âik Veda on one side and the structuring dynamics of the human physiology on
the other side.
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Therefore, the complete knowledge of the Veda and Vedic Literature—the
complete knowledge of Natural Law—is vital for everyone who wants to enjoy
daily life fully supported by Natural Law.
Maharishi Vedic University allows the student to identify himself with complete
knowledge. Complete knowledge means intellectual understanding of the
structures of knowledge available in the Vedic Literature and experience of
consciousness, which is the common source of all these structures of knowledge.
The student identifies the structures of knowledge in the Vedic Literature with
different areas of his own physiology. In this theme of study he identifies himself
with the structure of total knowledge and spontaneously allows knowledge and its
organizing power to be a living reality of his daily life.63
Similarly it is intended that the student should have a general knowledge of the
trend of surface meaning of the text,64 as well as intellectual understanding of
Maharishi’s one-word synopsis of the quality or theme of knowledge in that field. This
background of knowledge will support and strengthen experiences that emerge from the
practice of reading the Vedic Literature. In courses on reading the Vedic Literature in
Sanskrit, the one-word synopsis, the correlate in the physiology, and the overall trend of
meaning should be learned by each student as a framework for understanding his
experiences of reading the texts, and these are presented for each text in the following
chapters. It is hoped that bringing together all these points related to each text of Vedåãga
in one written curriculum will simplify and enrich the process of learning for teacher and
student alike.
The six chapters of this dissertation devoted to the Vedåãga are a model
curriculum, that could in time be expanded to incorporate all the 40 branches of Veda and
Vedic Literature. As a first step in that direction, a comprehensive descriptive bibliography of all the texts in the reading curriculum for the remaining branches of Vedic
Literature is presented in Appendix I.
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Notes:
1

Wallace, R. Keith, “The Physiological Effects of Transcendental Meditation: A
Proposed Fourth Major State of Consciousness,” Doctoral dissertation, reprinted in
Orme-Johnson, D.W., ed., Scientific Research on the Transcendental Meditation
Program, Collected Papers, Volume 1, (Bopart: Maharishi European Research
University Press, second edition, 1977).
2

Please refer to, for example, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, Maharishi Vedic University
Introduction, (India: Maharishi Prakashan, 1995), pp. 58–59.
3

Wallace, “The Physiological Effects of Transcendental Meditation.”

4

Scientific Research on the Transcendental Meditation Program, Collected Papers,
Volumes 1–6, (Bopart and Livingston Manor: Maharishi European Research University
Press, 1975–2004).
5

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, “Transcendental Meditation: The Main Principle,” in
Bhagavad-Gita: A New Translation and Commentary with Sanskrit Text, Chapters 1–6,
(Los Angeles, International SRM Publications, 1967), p. 350.
Påˆin¥ya Íhik∑hå 6–7. Translation based upon Maharishi’s videotaped lecture, “The
Unbounded Scope of Maharishi’s Vedic Science,” (Vlodrop, Holland: MERU, January
14, 1991).
6

7

According to the American Heritage Dictionary, alphabet means the letters of a
given language, arranged in the order fixed by custom; or it may mean the basic or
elementary principles of anything. In Sanskrit, every consonant has “A” as a part of it.
The collection of letters of the Sanskrit alphabet is therefore actually a collection of
syllables, fundamentally different from the Roman alphabet. The word is nevertheless
convenient and appropriate for referring to the ordered collection of sounds and symbols
fixed by the custom of the language.
8

Maharishi Open University, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, in Maharishi’s Weekly Global
News Conference, August 13, 2003.
9

Maharishi Open University, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, Maharishi’s introductory
remarks in Maharishi’s Weekly Global News Conference, October 8, 2003.
10

Maharishi Open University, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, Maharishi’s Global News
Conference, December 3, 2003.
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11

Dillbeck, Michael, “World Peace Parliament” broadcast on the Maharishi Channel,
August, 2004.
12

The identification of the eight Svara as the foundation of the expression of all the
vowels and consonants of the Vedic language is the first bold stroke in Maharishi’s
program to articulate a comprehensive science of Vedic phonetics. Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi attributes the cognition of a comprehensive phonetic science based on the eight
Svara to Madhuchchhandas Vaißhvamitra, the cognizer of the first S™kta of Âik Veda.
Maharishi Open University, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, in “Maharishi’s Global Family
Chat,” January 17, 2006. Synthesizing the whole of Vedic speech in terms of eight
fundamental syllables is neither transparent nor obvious. For example, the occurrence of
the Anusvara, “Aµ,” in the list of Svara is surprising, because metrical patterns in
Sanskrit recitation count it as a consonant. However, Âik Pråtißhåkhya allows that
Anusvara may be either a Svara or Vyañjana. There is a traditional teaching that there are
eight basic Svara, as evidenced, for example, by the existence of the Íhik∑hå text entitled
Svarå∑hˇaka Íhik∑hå, included in Íhik∑hå Saµgraha˙. That text lists “A,”“I,”“U,”“Â,”
“L®i,”“E,”“AI,”“O,”and “AU,” and then says, itya∑hˇau svarå˙, ìThese are the eight
vowels.” (sic.) Further elaboration of Maharishi’s systematic revival of the Vedic science
of phonology is found in Chapter 9 of this dissertation.
13

Maharishi Open University, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, in Maharishi’s Weekly Global
News Conference, October 29, 2003.
14

Taittir¥ya Pråtißhåkhya I:5.

15

Ãpishali Íhik∑hå, verse 7.

16

Ãtreya Íhik∑hå, verses 2.2-3.1.

17

Påri Íhik∑hå, verse 3.

18

The terminal “T” is used to mark an individual vowel, as distinct from others of the
same Varˆa. Please refer to Påˆin¥ I.1.70.
19

Ghosh, Manmohan, p. 51. Påˆin¥ya Íhik∑hå (Text and Translation), (Delhi, V.K.
Publishing House, 1991), verse 4.
20

According to the Pañjikå and Prakåßha commentaries on the Påˆin¥ya Íhik∑hå,
cited in Ghosh, p. 51.
21

Våsi∑hˇh¥ Íhik∑hå, belonging to K®i∑hˆa Yajur-Veda, verse 2
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22

As described in these Íhik∑hå texts. More elaborate expansions are possible, taking
into account the three pitches.
23

Please refer to below, Maharishi quotation from Maharishi’s Weekly Global News
Conference, January 15, 2003, Question 6.
24

Maharishi Open University, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, in Maharishi’s Weekly Global
News Conference, Jan. 15, 2003, Question 6.
25

Gautam¥ Íhik∑hå.

26

Gautam¥ Íhik∑hå, verse 1.

27

Ãpishali Íhik∑hå, verse 8; Påri Íhik∑hå, verse 4; and Ãtreya Íhik∑hå, verses 3.2 and

4.1.
28

A∑hˇådhyåyi, page 1.

29

Taittir¥ya Pråtißhåkhya, S™tra 7.

30

Gautam¥ Íhik∑hå 1.

31

Våsi∑hˇh¥ Íhik∑hå, belonging to K®i∑hˆa Yajur-Veda, verse 2.

32

Ãmareßhi Íhik∑hå, verse 13.

33

Ãpishali Íhik∑hå, verse 9; Påri Íhik∑hå, verse 5; and Ãtreya Íhik∑hå, verse 4.2.

34

Tripåˇh¥, Ír¥ Råma Prasåda, Íhik∑hå Saµgraha˙, (Varanasi, Sampurnand Sanskrit
University, 1989)p. 27.
35

A∑hˇådhyåyi, page 1.

36

Taittir¥ya Pråtißhåkhya, S™tra 8.

37

Gautam¥ Íhik∑hå 1.

38

Yajñavalkya Íhik∑hå, in Paˆaß¥kara, Våsudeva Lak∑maˆa Íåstr¥, ÍuklayajurvedaSaµhitå (text and Padapåˇha), (Varanasi: Chowkhamba Vidyabhawan, 1996), p. 827,
column 2.
39

A∑hˇådhyåyi, page 1.
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Våsi∑hˇh¥ Íhik∑hå, belonging to K®i∑hˆa Yajur-Veda, verse 2.

41

Ãtreya Íhik∑hå, verse 4.2, Påri Íhik∑hå, verse 5; and Ãpishali Íhik∑hå, verse 9.

42

Ãtreya Íhik∑hå, verse 5, Påri Íhik∑hå, verse 5; and Ãpishali Íhik∑hå, verse 9.

43

Taittir¥ya Pråtißhåkhya, S™tra 9.

75

Verma, V., ågveda-PrŒti§Œkhya of êaunaka along with UvaÿabhŒ·hya, (Delhi:
Chaukhamba Sanskrit Pratishthan, 1986), 1:10, p. 53.
44

45

Ãpishali Íhik∑hå, verse 6; Påri Íhik∑hå, verse 2.

46

Ãpishali Íhik∑hå, verse 9; Påri Íhik∑hå, verse 5.

47

Aravind, L., “On the Vedic Anusvåra,” Geocities Webpage of L. Aravind, June 1,
2006, <http://www.geocities.com/somasushma/anusvAra.html>.
48

Abhyankar, M.K.V., A Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar, (Baroda: Oriental Institute,
1986), p. 1.
49

Abhyankar, p. 313.

50

Author’s translation.

51

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, “Unbounded Scope of Maharishi's Vedic Science,”
videotaped lecture, January 14, 1991.
52

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, “Study of the Veda is the study of consciousness, our own
Self,” Lesson 5 in videotaped course, Maharishi Vedic Science, Maharishi Vedic
University, 2001.
53

“List of Vedic Accents,” Omkarananda Ashram Himalayas, April 24, 2006,
< http://www.omkarananda-ashram.org/Sanskrit/vedicaccents.htm>. This page was
previously given a more descriptive title, “Proposal to the Unicode Consortium for
Additional Character Assignments to Accomodate Vedic texts.”
54

Omkarananda Ashram.
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Omkarananda Ashram.
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Omkarananda Ashram.
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Omkarananda Ashram.
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60

Maharishi Open University, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, in Maharishi’s Weekly Global
News Conference, Jan. 15, 2003.
61

Âicho Akshare charts for Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, and Physiology show
that all the theories of modern science have their basis in the collapse of the unbounded
abstract all-possibilities structure onto its own point value. Please refer to Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi, Celebrating Perfection in Education, (1997), p. 52 ff.
62

Maharishi Technology of the Unified Field: Integration of Modern Science and
Ancient Vedic Science, Creating Unified Field-Based Perfect Civilization for all Mankind
in this Scientific Age, (Fairfield: Maharishi International University, 1984), pp. 16–25.
63
64

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, (1994), pp. 106–107.

This recommendation was made explicit by Maharishi in conversations about the
reading with John and Sara Konhaus. Private e-mail communications 1998–2000.
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